SAMPLE: Overview Process Map for AMBER Alert Deployment

1. **First Responders**
   - 911 Call → Initial Investigative Actions → Mobilize Investigative and Intelligence Resources → DOJ Criteria Met?
     - Yes → Start AMBER Alert Deployment → Human and Technological Actions (IPAWS-WEA, EAS, Website, Email, etc.) → Social Media Messaging → Call Center and Leads Management → Child is Recovered
     - No → Endangered Persons Advisory (potential)
2. **Investigative Team**
   - DOJ Criteria Met?
     - Yes → Start AMBER Alert Deployment
     - No → Mobilize Investigative and Intelligence Resources
3. **Amber Alert Program**
   - Contact AMBER Alert Program for Consultation → Discussion of Fact Pattern → DOJ Criteria Met?
     - Yes → Start AMBER Alert Deployment
     - No → Endangered Persons Advisory (potential)
4. **Amber Alert Partners**
   - Notification: Governmental Partners and Media Partners
   - Partners Engage Alerting Protocols and Media Reporting
   - National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC)
5. **The Public**
   - Public is Aware of Alert and Participating
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